
                               GRIP SWITCH TS-2 
 

                                  Installation Instructions: 
 
1: Remove the two Torx bolts from stock clutch lever bracket (clamshell side) 
 
2: Replace stock bracket with pre-assembled “Grip Switch” bracket using stock Torx bolts. 
  
NOTE:   Neither  The stock Clampshell bracket, or “Grip Switch housing” are intended to achieve  anti-
rotation on the handlebar. They are designed to integrate (lock in) with stock Harley controls which provide that 
function. Tightening our housing without having it “nested in” or properly aligned can cause damage to the 
Nylon when tightening, and is not covered by Warranty. (60 days) Use only a screwdriver style Hex/Torx head 
wrench and do not tighten over 6-7 lbs.  Always use thread locker. 
3: Route wires as desired (under handle bar or inside handle bar) 
 
Note: Use care when handling or pulling on the wires during installation.  Never pull on wires while Grip Switch housing is mounted. 
 
4:   TOGGLE SWITCH:  Connect Blue wire to positive lead.  
    Long Black wire  (Positive side) to load device.  Ground load device 
 
1:  GARAGE DOOR OPENER: Connect Grip Switch to sender  using mid-wire blade disconnects. 
 

Note:   Please have wire routing finalized before fully inserting mid-wire disconnects.  
    Blade connectors are difficult to take apart once fully inserted. 

 
2. Program using the factory included instructions for your particular Garage door. Do this before you have sending unit 
installed in its final location, or at least where you can still see the sending unit. 
 
3: Place sender unit preferably in front portion of motorcycle. (Headlight nacelle, Fairing, Etc.) 
 
4. Use provided double- sided tape for mounting of sender unit.   Note:   Battery is already installed in sender.  

 
5:  Use included free package of Sheerloc brand wire fasteners for maximum concealment of wiring. 
   
 NOTE:    THE PUSH BUTTON IS A MICRO SWITCH.  DO NOT USE EXCESSIVE FORCE TO ACTIVATE. 

Pushing harder does not make it more effective, and can void the warranty. 
                 
                  Troubleshooting  
 

 Any issues are usually low battery. It is rare for the system to lose its programming. Hold on to the programming      
instructions, however they may come in handy someday! 

 
Customer service can be reached at: 909 557 3860 and must be contacted before any returns can be authorized. Any returns that are 
not a result of component malfunction must be submitted to the manufacturer within 15 days of receipt or they may be subject to a 
15% restocking fee. Returns must include all “clamshell” packaging and  be in un-tampered :as new condition.                                             
  

                                                                

TS-2  (on-off toggle + Garage remote) 
 


